Introduction

The parallel execution of aggregations is an interesting area. It has been growing recently and plays important roles, thanks to emerging application fields such as, e.g., data mining or sensor networks. The goal of distributed aggregation is to compute an aggregation function on a multi-set of distributed values. Typical aggregation functions are max, sum, count, average, median, variance, kth smallest, or largest values (median is a special case of kth smallest selection with $k = \frac{n}{2}$), or combinations thereof.

Depending on the database community classifications there are three categories of aggregation functions: distributive (max, min, sum, count ..), algebraic (plus, minus, average, variance ..), and holistic (median, kth smallest or largest value ..). Combinations of these functions are believed to support a wide range of reasonable aggregation queries. The distributed computations of holistic functions are the most problematic cases, in especially of distributed enormous data sets. Such data is like streaming data from network-sensors.

In this article we shed a new light on the problem of distributed computation of exact median for general n distributed multi sets. In particular, we prove that the median can be calculated in more effective steps than the
previous algorithms. Actually with our computation of the median in distributed multi sets we dare to say that this computation is no longer referred to as iterative or recursive strategy at the global level. To the best of our knowledge, there is no other algorithm solve the problem of computation of the exact median in distributed multi sets with steps without usage of iterations or recursions that have to do with the communications between the nodes of networks. Therefore we present a novel algorithm PCM-oMaRS that solves this problem without such step and blocks determine data only in one time by one step, actually by the last step of our algorithm, and if it is necessary. This algorithm consists of three major phases and depends on mathematical definition of median. We prove too that this algorithm is more efficient executed at both the global with distributed multi sets and local level with multi set containing enormous numeric values.

This article is organized as follows: In section 2 we list related works with a short summary. PCM-oMaRS algorithm is presented in section 3. The distributed mathematical definition of computation of median and of PCM-oMaRS algorithm are to find in section 4 and at the end we summarize the most important points of the article in section 5.

**Related Work**

Actually the research of distributed algorithm to determine the median is for more than 40 years active. This problem has attracted many researchers. Blum et al. [1] developed in 1973 the first linear algorithm to find the median. In 1976 developed Schönhage et al. [2] another algorithm which performs fewer comparisons on the worst case.

Rodeh [3] in 1982 considered on the problem of computing the median of a bag of \( 2^n \) numbers by using communicating processes, each having some of the numbers in its local memory. The memories are assumed to be disjoint. This algorithm described the distributive median problem as a series of transformations. Its algorithm is optimal up to a constant. Marber et al. [4] in 1985 considered the problem of selecting the k'th largest element in a set of n elements distributed arbitrarily among the processors of a Shout-Echo network. In 1987 developed Chin et al. [5] an improved algorithm for finding the median distributively. He embedded in the first part of its algorithm the Rodeh’s algorithm, in the second part of its algorithm reduced the problem size by one quarter with three messages instead of reducing the problem size by half with two messages. With the third part of its algorithm resolved the problem of choosing the initiator. Santoro et al. [6] minimized with its algorithm the communication activities among the processors and considered the distributed k-selection problem.

[7] shows the existence of small core-sets for the problems of computing k-median and k-means clustering for points in low dimension and get an \((1+\epsilon)\)-approximation. Kuhn et al. in 2008 [8] presented a k-selection algorithm and proved that distributed selection indeed requires more work than other aggregation function. In this article has shown that the \( k^{th} \) smallest element can be computed efficiently by providing both a randomized and a deterministic k-selection algorithm.

[9] considered the k-median clustering on stream data arriving at distributed sites which communicate through a routing tree. They proposed a suite of algorithms for computing \((1+\epsilon)\)-approximation k-median clustering over distributed data streams. The algorithms are able to reduce the data transmission to a small fraction of the original data. In [10], the author shows a unified framework for constructing core-sets and approximate clustering for such general sets of functions. In [11] has shown an algorithm that produces \((1+\epsilon)\alpha\)-approximation, using any \( \alpha \)-approximation non-distributed algorithm as a subroutine, with total communication cost.

There are many others works in this field, [12] [13] [14] [15] [16]. All of these researches have used the iteration, recursion or approximation in their steps. For these works we did not have different between approximation
and non approximation algorithms. We consider us in our algorithm on avoiding the iteration and recursion steps for computing the exact median (Non approximation).

**PCM- oMaRS Algorithm**

In this section we illustrate firstly the mechanism of PCM- oMaRS algorithm, secondly present its two sub algorithms, Candidate-Finding and Exact-Median-Computing algorithms and thirdly give an abstract of its cases. PCM- oMaRS algorithm computes the exact median of distributed multi sets without usage of iterative or recursive steps. This algorithm calculates a temporary median, then computes the position of the exact median at least getting the value of exact median from the node in the computed position. An abstract of this idea is illustrated in the following.

**Illustration of PCM- oMaRs Algorithm Mechanism**

Figure 1 shows an abstract of the mechanism of our algorithm cleared by one sequence. In this figure we can see that the finding of position of exact median depending on the value of sclenD and of sgenD in which will be known to which direction must the position be moved from the position of the temporary median to achieve the position of exact median.

**Algorithm 1: Candidate-Finding Algorithm**

Instead to apply a randomized algorithm, we use this algorithm to select the temporary median. The temporary median in this algorithm is the median of all minimum, maximum and median values of all multi sets.

1- For each Di in P_i;i=1,...,n
Get MinDi, MaxDi, MedDi;
2- Ordering all MinDi, MaxDi, MedDi
Ord(MinDi, MaxDi, MedDi);
3- Calculate MedT:
Median of Ord(MinDi, MaxDi, MedDi);

If the size of the sequence Ord is an EVEN number then the temorary median value is the first/second value of the two middle values of Ord instead to compute the average of both middle values. That means MedT must stay one of the existing values of all multi datasets and not a new calculated value. By step 1 we require the minimum and maximum values of each data set because with these values we can achieve better assessment of...
a temporary median, which we need to compute the exact median in the following steps and plays an important role with the necessary amount of calculation values. Now we continue with the Exact-Median-Computing Algorithm.

**Algorithm II: Exact-Median-Computing Algorithm**

After getting a temporary median, we start to determine the position of the exact median. For that the PCM-oMaRS algorithms send for all multi sets to send back:

- Number of values that greater than the temporary median $MedT$
- Number of values that smaller or equal than the temporary median $MedT$

The algorithm summarizes these values in two parameters scgnD and sclenD respectively.

4- For each $Di$ do $: i=1, \ldots, n$:
   - calculate $cgnDi$:
     - Count all numbers $> MedT$;
   - calculate $scgnD$:
     - sum ($cgnDi$);
   - calculate $clenDi$:
     - Count all numbers $\leq MedT$
   - calculate $sclenD$:
     - sum ($clenDi$)-1;

Now we determine the position of the exact median of all values in all distributed multi sets.

5- If $scgnD<sclenD$ then
   - Calculate $MedLP = ((sclenD - scgnD)/2)$;
   - Move position of Median to left in $MedLP$ positions;
   - Get maximum MedLP largest numbers from each Dis $\leq MedT$,
   - differencing[$MedT$];
   - Ordering these values descending in $LtD$;
   - Get $MedE = $ the number in $LtD[MedLP]$;
   - else if $scgnD>sclenD$ then
   - Calculate $MedRP = (scgnD - sclenD)/2$;
   - Move position of Median to right $MedRP$ positions;
Get maximum MedRP smallest numbers
From each Di greater than MedT;
Ordering these ascending in GtD;
Get MedE = the number in GtD[MedRP];
else MedE = MedT;
In this step we can find that the best case is if \( scgnD = slenD \), we don’t need to do anything more in this case. But in other cases in this step we reached too the maximum reduction of computation steps and maximal reduction of values, which are needed to calculate the exact median through calculating the position MedLP / MedRP and then getting maximum MedLP largest / MedRP smallest numbers smaller / greater than the temporary median, only here in this time point the blocking of required data will be executed, when it is necessary.

PCM- oMaRS algorithm is concerned many cases. An abstract of these cases is represented in the following section.

**PCM-oMaRS Cases Map**

In this figure, it was clarified that the best case of our algorithm is executable by the case that the number of values that greater than the temporary median equal to the number of values that smaller\( \leq \) equal than\( \geq \) to the temporary median for both cases of total size of all multi sets. If the total size of all multi sets is an even number and the difference equal to 1 then this case is too a best case of PCM- oMaRS algorithm because in this case the temporary median is one of the two middle values of exact median. In these cases, the PCM-oMaRS algorithm does not need more to apply algorithm II completely, because the temporary median in this case is the required exact median. In other words that means, after computing the position of the exact median we do not need to apply any operation anymore to achieve the required result. We are working on increasing the cases of best case in the framework of the optimization of our algorithm.

![Fig2. Abstract map of PCM-oMaRS cases](image-url)
Before we present the mathematical definition of PCM-oMaRS algorithm, we give firstly the definition of a median of a multi set $D$ and secondly continue with definition of a median of distributed multi sets depending on the idea of PCM-oMaRS.

**Median of a Multi Set**

Let $D = \{x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_m\}$ be a sorted multi set containing numerical values and $A, B, C, E$ be sub multi sets of $D$. If its size is an ODD number then the definition of the median of this multi set is shown as following:

$$Med(D) = \mu$$

Where

$$\mu \in D \land |C \cup (A \setminus \{\mu\})| = |B|$$

$$B = \{x_i | x_i \in D \land x_i > \mu ; i = 1, \ldots, m\} \land$$

$$\land A = \{x_i | x_i \in D \land x_i \leq \mu ; i = 1, \ldots, m\} \land$$

$$\land C = (A(\mu)) = |\{x_i | x_i \in D \land x_i = \mu ; i = 1, \ldots, m\}| - 1$$

Note: $A(\mu) = nA(\mu) = n$ gives us how many duplicat (n) of $\mu$ allowed in the set $A$. E.g. $C = (A(5) = 3) = \{5,5,5\}$

If its size is an EVEN number then the definition of the median of this multi set is shown as following:

$$Med(D) = \frac{\mu_1 + \mu_2}{2}$$

Where

$$\mu_1, \mu_2 \in D \land |C \cup (A \setminus \{\mu_1\})| = |E \cup (B \setminus \{\mu_2\})|$$

$$A = \{x_i | x_i \in D \land x_i > \mu ; i = 1, \ldots, m\} \land$$

$$\land C = (A(\mu_1)) = |\{x_i | x_i \in D \land x_i = \mu_1 ; i = 1, \ldots, m\}| - 1 \land$$

$$\land B = \{x_i | x_i \in D \land x_i \geq \mu_2 ; j = 1, \ldots, m\} \land$$

$$\land E = (B(\mu_2)) = |\{x_k | x_k \in D \land x_k = \mu_2 ; k = 1, \ldots, m\}| - 1$$

**Median of Multi Sets**

Now let us distribute values in different ordered multi sets, as following:

$$D_i = \{x_1^i, x_2^i, \ldots, x_m^i\}; i = 1, \ldots, p$$

If the size of all distributed multi sets is an ODD number then the exact median $Med_\xi$ of these distributed multi sets is defined as following:

$$Med_\xi = \{\mu | \mu \in D \land C \cup (LS(\mu)) = |RS|\}$$

Where $LS$ is the multiset of all values of each distributed multi sets smaller or equal than the median

$$LS = lsD_1 \cup lsD_2 \cup \ldots \cup lsD_p$$

$$C = (LS(\mu)) = |A| - 1;$$

$$A = \{x_i | x_i \in D_i \land x_i = \mu ; i = 1, \ldots, m\}$$

Where

$$lsD_i = \{x_j^i | x_j^i \in D_i \land x_j^i \leq \mu \land j = 1, \ldots, m\}; i = 1, \ldots, p$$
And $RS$ is the set of all values greater than the median

$$RS = rsD_1 ∪ rsD_2 ∪ ... ∪ rsD_p$$

Where

$$rsD_i = \{x^{i}_{k} | x^{i}_{k} \in D_i, x^{i}_{k} > \mu, \mu = 1, ..., m; i = 1, ..., p$$

Then the size of $LS$ and $RS$ is defined as following

$$|C ∪ (LS\{\mu})| = |lsD_1| + |lsD_2| + ... + |lsD_p| - 1$$

$$|rs| = |rsD_1| + |rsD_2| + ... + |rsD_p|$$

Respectively. It is simple now to find that if $RS > LS$ then

$$|RS| = \left\lfloor |D_i| - |C ∪ (LS\{\mu})| \right\rfloor$$

And if $RS < LS < RS$ then

$$|C ∪ (LS\{\mu})| = \left\lfloor |D_i| - |RS| \right\rfloor$$

Let $n_{rs} = |RS|n_{rs} = |LS|$ and $n_{ls} = |C ∪ (LS\{\mu})|n_{ls} = |C ∪ (LS\{\mu})|$ for further use.

Analogously for the mathematical definition of median of a multi set in case the size is an EVEN number, we can form the mathematical definition of median of distributed multi sets for this case.

**Mathematical Definition of PCM- oMaRS**

Now to show that we can calculate the exact median with PCM-oMaRS algorithm depending on the computation of the position of exact median after finding a temporary one, we give the following mathematical proof and then we clear it by an example:

Let us have $n$ multi sets. In the first step we have to get a temporary median $Med_T$ after ordering each multi set local $Med_{i}$ is the median of $Ord_{i}$-set in which contains ordering all Minimal, Maximal and Median values of each Multi set.

$$MinMaxMed_{i} = \{Min_{i}, Max_{i}, Med_{i} | i = 1, ..., P\}$$

Then we sort all these values in one multi set $Ord_{i}$

$$Ord_{i} = \left(\bigcup_{i=1}^{P} MinMaxMed_{i}\right)$$

We make the median of this sorted multi set as our temporary median $Med_T$ which located at the $\left(\frac{3 \times P}{2}\right)$th position if $\frac{3 \times P}{2}$ is an Odd number or located at the two $\left(\frac{3 \times P}{2}\right)$, $\left(\frac{3 \times P}{2} + 1\right)$th positions if $\frac{3 \times P}{2}$ is Even. For the last case we mean, if the size of $Ord_{i}$ is an even number, instead to calculate the average of two middle values, we take the first or second value of the both middle values and let it be $Med_T$. That means, always $Med_T \in \{\bigcup_{i=1}^{P}, D_i\}$

Now we get $LS$ and $RS$ depending on $Med_T$ and calculate the size $n_{ls}$ and of both multi sets $LS$ and $RS$ respectively as defined in section 4.2.

In the following we difference between three cases depending on $Med_T$

The first case is if $n_{ls} < n_{rs}$ then we calculate the position $P$ of exact median of all multi sets.

$$P = \frac{(n_{rs} - n_{ls})}{2}$$

This value tells us that the exact median exists in the right side (right side is a sequence contains values greater than the temporary median) of temporary median in $P$ position, because the value of $n_{rs}$ greater than the other one.
Very important advantage: Until this step of PCM-oMaRS, the algorithm does not need to block any change of the data in the local nodes. All transactions and changes of local data can be continued performed without any disadvantages of the efficiency of PCM-oMaRS algorithm.

To get the exact median we must get now maximum P smallest values greater than $Med_T$ from each sorted multi set and order them in $GtD$

$$GtD = \left( sP_{vg1} \cup sP_{vg2} \cup \ldots \cup sP_{vgP} \right)$$

So that

$$sP_{vgi} = \left\{ x^j | x^j \in D_i \land x^j > Med_T \right\}; i = 1,\ldots, P$$

Important Note: Transactions and changes of data of local nodes are blocked only in this step.

Now get the exact median $Med_E$ from the $GtD$

$$Med_E = GtD[P]$$

In the second case, we study if $n_{ls} > n_{rs}$ (This case process is analogously for the first one) then we calculate the position $P$ of exact median of all multi sets.

$$P = \frac{(n_{ls} - n_{rs})}{2}$$

From this value we know that the exact median exists in the left side (side contains the values smaller than or equal the temporary median) of temporary median in $P$ position, because the value of $n_{ls}$ greater than the other one.

Get maximum P greatest values smaller than $Med_T$ from each sorted multi set and order them in $LtD$

$$LtD = \left( gP_{vs1} \cup gP_{vs2} \cup \ldots \cup gP_{vsP} \right)$$

So that

$$gP_{vsi} = \left\{ x^j | x^j \in D_i \land x^j \leq Med_T \right\}; i = 1,\ldots, P$$

We get the exact median from the $LtD$

$$Med_E = LtD[P]$$

The last case is the simplest case and the best case because if $n_{ls} = n_{rs}$ then the temporary median is the exact median $Med_E = Med_T$.

Finally we get the exact median for all values in all distributed multi sets and it is $Med_E$. This prove is correct for both case when the total size is odd or even, because the difference is in the computation’s step of both temporary median and the position.

The PCM-oMaRS algorithm consists actually of two algorithms named candidate-Finding and Exact-Median-Computing Algorithms. The most important two steps in this algorithm are the computation of the position of exact median and its value (two values) after the finding a candidate median.

Before we present an example to clarify this mathematical definition of our algorithm, we give a proof of the validation of our algorithm.

**Validation of PCM-oMaRS**

To prove that the definition of exact median of distributed multi sets is correct, show the following:

We define a multi set $P$ which containing the first $P - 1$ elements of $GtD$ and sort it. Then we see
\[ n_0 = |\rho| = P - 1 \]

Now let us have the new \( RS' \) and \( LS' \) depending on \( Med_L \) and \( Med_T \), so that
\[
RS' = RS \setminus \{\rho \cup \{Med_L\}\}
\]
\[
LS' = C \cup (LS \setminus \{\mu\}) \cup \rho \cup \{Med_T\}
\]

Then
\[
n_{rL} = n_{rL} - (n_0 + 1) = n_{rL} - ((P - 1) + 1)
\]
\[
n_{Ls} = n_{Ls} + n_0 + 1 = n_{Ls} + (P - 1) + 1
\]

In the following we give mathematical forms to prove that the relationship \( P = \frac{(n_{rL} - n_{Ls})}{2} \) guaranteed this validation.

\[
P = \frac{(n_{rL} - n_{Ls})}{2} \Rightarrow 2P = n_{rL} - n_{Ls}
\]
\[
(P - 1) + (P - 1) = n_{rL} - 1 - n_{Ls} - 1(P - 1) + (P - 1) = n_{rL} - 1 - n_{Ls} - 1
\]
\[
n_{Ls} + 1 + (P - 1) = n_{rL} - 1 - (P - 1)
\]
\[
n_{Ls} + (P - 1) + 1 = n_{rL} - ((P - 1) + 1) \Rightarrow n_{rL} = n_{Ls}
\]

The definition of median of distributed multi sets is valid. These expressions are valid for the first case in section 4.3 \( (n_{Ls} < n_{rL}) \). Analogically for the first case are steps calculated for the second one.

Getting the multiset \( \rho \), containing the first \( P - 1 \) elements of \( LtD \), so that \( n_0 = P - 1 \)

Now we have the new \( LS' \) and \( RS' \) depending on \( Med_L \) and \( Med_T \), so that
\[
LS' = C \cup (LS \setminus \{\mu\}) \setminus \{\rho \cup \{Med_L\}\}
\]
\[
RS' = RS \cup \rho \cup \{Med_T\}
\]

Then
\[
n_{Ls'} = n_{Ls} - (\rho + 1) = n_{Ls} - ((P - 1) + 1)
\]
\[
n_{rL'} = n_{rL} + \rho + 1 = n_{rL} + (P - 1) + 1
\]

We know that
\[
P = \frac{(n_{rL} - n_{Ls})}{2} \Rightarrow 2P = n_{rL} - n_{Ls}
\]
\[
(P - 1) + (P - 1) = n_{rL} - 1 - n_{Ls} - 1
\]
\[
n_{rL} + 1 + (P - 1) = n_{Ls} - 1 - (P - 1)
\]
\[
n_{rL} + (P - 1) + 1 = n_{Ls} - ((P - 1) + 1) \Rightarrow n_{rL'} = n_{Ls'}
\]

The definition of median is in this case valid too.

**PCM- oMaRS Example**

Let us have the following three multi sets after ordering:

\[
D_1 = (2,7,10,13,15) \quad D_1 = (2,7,10,13,15)
\]
\[
D_2 = (13,14,15,16,20,21,25) \quad D_2 = (13,14,15,16,20,21,25)
\]
\[
D_3 = (2,4,11,16,70) \quad D_3 = (2,4,11,16,70)
\]
The minimal, maximal and median values for each sorted multi set is as following:

- \(\text{MinMaxMed } D_1 = \{2, 15, 10\}\)
- \(\text{MinMaxMed } D_2 = \{13, 25, 16\}\)
- \(\text{MinMaxMed } D_3 = \{2, 70, 11\}\)

Then the ordered set of them is

\(\text{Ord } = (2, 2, 10, 11, 13, 15, 16, 25, 70)\)

And the median of \(\text{Ord }\) is the temporary median \(\text{Med}_T\) and equal to 13.

\(\text{Med}_T = 13\)

Now we get \(\text{LS }\) and \(\text{RS }\) depending on \(\text{Med}_T\):

\(\text{RS } = r_s D_3 \cup r_s D_2 \cup r_s D_1\)

- \(r_s D_1 = \{15\}\)
- \(r_s D_2 = \{14, 15, 16, 20, 21, 25\}\)
- \(r_s D_2 = \{14, 15, 16, 20, 21, 25\}\)
- \(r_s D_3 = \{16, 70\}\)

\(|r_s D_1| = 1, |r_s D_2| = 6, |r_s D_2| = 6, |r_s D_3| = 2\)

\(\rightarrow n_{rs} = |r_s| = 1 + 6 + 2 = 9\)

\(\text{LS } = l_s D_3 \cup l_s D_2 \cup l_s D_1 \cup l_s D_2 \cup l_s D_3\)

\(\text{ls } D_1 = \{2, 7, 10, 13\}, \text{ls } D_2 = \{13\}, \text{ls } D_2 = \{13\}, \text{ls } D_2 = \{2, 4, 11\}, \text{ls } D_3 = \{2, 4, 11\}\)

\(|ls D_1| = 4, |ls D_1| = 4, |ls D_2| = 4, |ls D_2| = 4, |ls D_3| = 3\)

\(\rightarrow LS = \{2, 7, 10, 13, 13, 2, 4, 11\}\)

But we have that

\(\text{LS }\) \(\setminus \{13\} = \{2, 7, 10, 2, 4, 11\}\)

\(C = (\text{LS }\) \(\setminus \{13\}) = 2 - 1) = (\text{LS }\) \(\setminus \{13\}) = 1\) \(= \{13\}\)

That means, the value 13 should be contained in the multi set \(\text{LS}\) only one time.

\(\text{C } \cup (\text{LS }\) \(\setminus \{13\}) = \{2, 7, 10, 2, 4, 11, 13\}\)

\(n_{ls} = |C | \cup (\text{LS }\) \(\setminus \{13\})| = 7 = 4 + 1 + 3 - 1\)

Now we get that \(n_{rs} = 9\) and \(n_{ls} = 7\) and we see that this case meets the first case in section 4.3 then we have to calculate the position \(P\) as following:

\(P = \left(\frac{n_{rs} - n_{ls}}{2}\right) = \left(\frac{9 - 7}{2}\right) = 1\)

That means the exact median exists in the right side of the \(\text{Med}_T\) in 1 position.

Now we have to get smallest 1 values of each Multi set greater than 13 (Getting \(GtD\))

\(sPvg_1 = \{15\}, sPvg_1 = \{15\}\)
\(sPvg_2 = \{14\}, sPvg_2 = \{14\}\)
\(sPvg_3 = \{16\}, sPvg_3 = \{16\}\)

\(\Rightarrow GtD = \{14, 15, 16\}\)

Then the exact median is

\(\text{Med}_E = GtD [1] = 14\)
Note: In step of choosing a temporary median we may remark here, if we have calculated the median of medians, we would have taken the value 11 as temporary median. This makes more effort into the calculation of the position of exact median. It would have required maximum 3 smallest values of each Multi set greater than 11. That means the computation of temporary median depending on maximal, minimal and median values give better estimation than the median of medians technology. Now we continue with the validation of median definition for our example:

\[ n_o = |\rho| = 1 - 1 = 0 \]
\[ \rho = \emptyset \rho = \emptyset, \quad n_o = 0 n_o = 0 \]

For our example:

\[ R\hat{S} = \{14, 15, 16, 16, 20, 21, 25, 70\} \setminus \{\emptyset \cup \{14\}\} = \{15, 16, 16, 20, 21, 25, 70\} \]
\[ L\hat{S} = \{2, 2, 4, 7, 10, 11, 13\} \cup \emptyset \cup \{13\} = \{2, 2, 4, 7, 10, 11, 13, 13\} \]

For our example:

\[ n_{r\hat{f}} = 9 - 1 = 8 n_{r\hat{f}} = 9 - 1 = 8, \quad n_{l\hat{f}} = 7 + 1 = 8 n_{l\hat{f}} = 7 + 1 = 8 \]

That means the definition of exact median is valid in the value 14.

**Conclusion**

The research points of this field "median computing of distributed multi sets" divided into two main directions. The first one cares on the approximation methods. The other one focuses on the computation of the exact median with usage of iterative or recursive steps. We have shown that we can compute the exact median with clever steps depending on the calculation of the position of the exact median without needing to apply iterations or recursions at global level depending on communications to get the value of the exact median. That means, PCM-oMaRS algorithm guarantees the maximum reduction of median computation steps. Too, instead applying blocking of the required data by the beginning an execution of an algorithm, the data may be blocked only in one non iterative or recursive step with the execution of our algorithm and if it is necessary.

In this article we would not to go on the cost of our algorithm, but we would to say that the most computation of our algorithm is calculated in the local nodes (computers), basic operations and operation with efficient complexity will be executed in the master computer (global one). That means in other word, the costs of complexity of our algorithm is computed through the common communication costs and local execution costs like all other algorithms in addition only the cost of an efficient sort algorithm in step 5. In our experiments we have proved that the execution of our algorithm can be more effective in the local execution too, if we divided the local multi set that contains enormous values in many local multi sets.

We have implemented this algorithm by C++ with two different input possibilities. The first one is with manually targeted inputs to test extreme cases of values distributions and the other one is random inputs to be able to check all possible cases with the passage of time. We have tested the implementation of our algorithm with more than 40000 cases, some of these depended on the manually targeted inputs and the rest were in relation to the random inputs. In each case, the number of multi sets is different, and each multi set includes many different values. Currently we are working at the optimization of this algorithm and its implementation, then we will calculate the cost of the complexity of PCM-oMaRS algorithm in details.
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